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Abstract 

 
During Apartheid, there was little need for redistributional policies or to borrow for public works 
since the vast majority of the population was underserved. With the arrival of a representative 
democracy in 1994, however, South Africa faced a unique problem-- providing new and 
improved public services for the majority of its citizens while at the same time ensuring that 
filling this void would not undermine macroeconomic stability. Over the past fifteen years, 
policy makers have achieved macrostability, but progress on social needs has been below 
expectations and South Africa continues to lag behind its peers. This paper reviews the progress 
made so far and examines the challenges ahead for the upcoming administration. Our analysis 
suggest an increase in skill formation as a possible solution to the policy dilemma of fullfilling 
the outsized social demands while maintaining macrostability. 
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Macroeconomic policy prescriptions for a typical emerging market economy generally include a

monetary policy consistent with low and stable in�ation, a well-aligned exchange rate, sustainable

debt levels and �scal and current account balances. When successfully implemented, these policies

help the country achieve macroeconomic stability, raise its solvency, and allows its access to foreign

capital at a lower cost. In practice, however, implementation of some of these policies requires cut

backs on government spending that con�ict with pressing domestic needs for social services. How

policymakers strike the right balance between satisfying social needs while ensuring macroeconomic

stability remains a constant challenge in emerging economies�development strategies.

The tension between the social needs and policies conducive of macroeconomic stability is par-

ticularly heightened in South Africa, owing largely to the unique legacy of Apartheid.1 During

Apartheid (1948-1994), most of the social spending catered toward the needs of the minority white

population while black citizens were underserved. With the end of the regime in 1994, South

Africa�s new democracy faced a formidable challenge: dramatically increasing the government�s

role in the provision of social services to its citizens in a way that would not compromise macro-

economic stability. By most measures, post-apartheid policymakers were successful in maintaining

macroeconomic stability, but progress on meeting the social demands has been slower. The discon-

tent with the slow pace of social progress gave rise to a new tone in public policy spearheaded by

Jacob Zuma (standing president of the African National Congress (ANC)) who has signaled that

South Africa may tilt its policy priorities toward social spending programs in the coming years. In

September 2008, South Africa�s president Thabo Mbeki, who presided over South Africa�s longest

period of economic growth, resigned under pressure from the ANC. Market responses were swift

when it was rumored that senior cabinet o¢ cials, notably Finance Minister Trevor Manual, would

resign. Markets subsequently rebounded when it was later clari�ed that he would stay.

Indeed, the sad story of South Africa�s neighbor, Zimbabwe, is a particularly ominous example

of what can go wrong when the delicate balancing act goes awry. After independence and the es-

tablishment of democracy, Zimbabwe pursued a program of social and economic moderation. Social

indicators improved, limited landholdings were redistributed, and mass schooling led Zimbabwe to

have above average literacy rates for a developing country. Subsequently, Zimbabwe shifted policy

to cut back on its social spending to re-assure foreign investors of the government�s commitment to

1Apartheid was a political system in South Africa between 1948 and 1994, during which the white minority popu-
lation controlled the political process and the economy, and the majority black population was acutely underserved.
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macrostability. The reduction in spending on social programs caused political pressure that even-

tually led to massive land reforms which in turn led to the complete collapse of foreign investment.

In�ation rose to the highest levels ever recorded, foreign investment vanished, social spending is

now non-existent, mass emigrations are common, and the very institutional structure of the nation

is in �ux. If the policymakers in South Africa fail to strike the right policy balance, there are

concerns that it could meet a similar fate.

While there are no clear answers to South Africa�s policy dilemma, our paper reviews the

situation and presents a policy option with the goal of stimulating reasoned policy discussions. In

the next section we summarize the position of South Africa at present. We use this summary to

estimate, roughly, the size of spending on social programs that would cause South Africa to catch

up with its economic peers.2 Expenditures on health and education alone would raise government

expenditures by nearly 140 percent of GDP over a ten year period to close the gap with other upper-

middle income countries. Such a high level of spending is clearly not sustainable, and could threaten

macroeconomic stability. The results from a simple two-capital growth model calibrated to South

Africa�s economy indicate that a higher, but sustainable, government expenditure on investment

in human capital can help the country achieve its social demands target without undermining

macroeconomic stability.

1 Macroeconomic and Social Indicators

1.1 Macroeconomic Indicators

For the past �fteen years, South Africa appears to have successfully achieved a stable macroecon-

omy. Figure 1 shows some key economic indicators. Economic growth rose consistently over the

past decade to about 5 percent in recent years, and in�ation fell consistently from double digits his-

torically to roughly 5 percent. The budget, which had been in de�cits for several years, was reigned

in to a surplus and government debt levels fell consistently from a peak of 50 percent of GDP in

1995 to under 25 percent. The exchange rate stabilized in recent years, and the foreign exchange

reserves have risen dramatically since 1995. The bond market responded with lower yields; the

yield on South Africa�s bonds with a maturity of 15 years or longer fell consistently from 16 percent

2We de�ne economic peers as other upper-middle income countries. "upper-middle income" classi�cation follows
the World Bank classi�cation in the World Developement Indicator database. It includes countries such as Bulgaria,
Turkey, Poland, Malaysia, Mexico, Brazil, Gabon, and Botswana.
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in 1995 to roughly 8 percent.3 The signi�cant improvements in the macroeconomic framework

has been praised by foreign investors and has earned former President Mbeki and his government,

notably Finance Minister Trevor Manual, the reputation of a market friendly administration.

On domestic social issues, however, the Mbeki administration has not been praised by South

Africans primarily because the improvement in macroeconomic management does not appear to

have translated into social progress at a satisfactory pace for a large fraction of the South African

society. The rate of unemployment remains elevated, averaging about 25 percent in recent years,

signi�cantly higher than the rate of 10 percent or less for upper-middle income countries.4 Also,

South Africa has retained the income inequality of the aparthied era with a Gini coe¢ cient currently

over 60, little changed from the level in 1995. The top 20 percent of the population earns over

60 percent of the country�s income, and it is estimated that around 50 percent of the population

continues to live in poverty. These indicators provide insights into the growing discontent within

the South Africa over the bene�ts of the macroeconomic policies of the Mbeki administration for

the social welfare of a large segment of the population. The following section reviews the state of

social indicators and assesses whether the social demand gap can be closed with large government

expenditures.

1.2 Social Demands Indicators

We use the trends in social indicators from the Community Survey 2007 published by Statistics

South Africa and Towards a Fifteen Year Review, a comprehensive government progress report

which looks at how far South Africa has come in achieving post-aparthied policy objectives. The

surveys reveal that South Africa has made progress in the provision of basic services. For example,

more than 70 percent of households now live in formal dwellings as of 2007, up 6 percentage points

from 1996. The government now regularly removes trash from 60 percent of the households in

South Africa, compared to about 50 percent in 1996. From 1996 to 2007, the percentage of

households with electricity has increased from less than 60 percent to 80 percent. Households with

internal plumbing rose from 32 percent to 47 percent between 2001 to 2007, and those with access

to a �ushing toilet increased from 49 percent to 55 percent between 2001 and 2007.

3 In fact, the decline in yield rates since 1995 is larger for South Africa than for the declines for United States, so
that the spread between the yields of the bonds for the two countries narrowed.

4Some sources suggest unemployment higher the 25 percent reported due to the poor quality of the employment
data.
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There has also been progress in health and education. Between 1996 and 2006, the per capita

expenditure on health rose 22 percent. Today, roughly 17 percent of South Africans are enrolled

in primary education, much greater than Brazil (11 percent), Romania (6 percent), or Poland

(8 percent), but close to Mexico�s (15 percent) percentage. Part of these enrollment statistics

re�ects the demography of Southern Africa, which has a young age structure. Primary education

enrollment increased 60 percent since 1980 (36 percent since the end of Apartheid), and the average

adult has 6.1 years of education. The number of South Africans with at least some secondary

education increased over 30 percent between 2001 and 2007, and the number graduating from

secondary school increased by more than 10 percent. Even with this progress, less than half of the

population has completed secondary education in 2007, and more than 10 percent had no schooling

at all.

However, given how far behind South Africa was, this progress has not been enough to close the

social demand gap. For example, the story of South African progress is less favorable when using

aggregate measures such as the United Nation�s (UN) Human Development Index (HDI), which

combines measures of life expectancy, literacy, education, and GDP. South Africa once compared

quite favorably to its economic peers: in 1985 South Africa HDI was 0.70, while Turkey had an HDI

of 0.65 and Brazil had an HDI of 0.70. South Africa was also far ahead of its regional neighbors:

Kenya�s HDI was 0.53 in 1985, and Botswana�s was 0.62. Ironically, South Africa�s HDI score

began to decline after Apartheid ended, and today South Africa lags behind its economic peers:

South Africa�s HDI in 2005 was 0.67 in line that of Botswana and Namibia, and well below the HDI

of other middle-income countries; the HDI was 0.83, 0.80, and 0.87 in Mexico, Brazil, and Poland,

respectively.

We use education and health expenditures from the UN�s Human Development Report to esti-

mate the spending needs on schooling and health care that South Africa would need to reach the

middle of its economic peers, which we de�ne as nations of similar GDP per capita in 2006. Our

back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that the expenditures on health care and schooling could

raise government�s share of GDP anywhere from 125 to 140 percent over a ten year period.5 Clearly,

5Our calculation supposes that South Africa�s expenditures on health and education should approach the propor-
tional expenditures of their economic peers. In addition to bringing South Africa�s real social expenditures in line
with its economic peers, we also took (rough) account of the additional expenditures needed to equalize the level of
service. For example, in our schooling expenditure estimates we account for the fact that South Africa would need
to spend more to lower its national pupil per student ratio. While other lower middle income nations have average
class sizes of 24, South Africa�s were higher than 36 in 1995, and still greater than 30 today. We also adjust for age
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such a large need cannot be �nanced through government without compromising macrostability.

2 Economic Policy, Macroeconomic Stability, and Social Demands

From the preceding analysis, it appears that South Africa�s government would be unable to meet

the country�s social needs within the budgetary constraints that are consistent with macroeconomic

stability. However, there are unique (and likely related) features of the South African economy that

suggest that investment in skill formation can allow the country to narrow its social development

gap signi�cantly within the next ten years while maintaining macroeconomic stability.

South Africa�s economy is very intensive in physical capital. Studies on international compar-

ison of physical capital intensity �nd that South Africa has one of the highest levels in the world

(see M. Samson, Kenneth Quene, and Ingrid van Niekerk (2001) and Raphael Kaplinsky (1995)).

At the same time, the country has historically maintained one of the highest unemployment rates,

particularly among the uneducated labor force. Findings by Zvi Griliches (1969) and others that

physical capital is complementary with skilled labor, but is a substitute for unskilled labor, can

rationalize the persistent unemployment rates in South Africa where there is a shortage of skilled

labor and an excess supply of unskilled labor. This unique feature of South Africa�s economy is

a legacy of apartheid era policies which had favored capital intensive sectors and capital intensity

of production at the expense of labor-intensive sectors. As a result, South Africa tends to pro-

duce and export goods that are skill and capital intensive, a pattern that generally characterizes

industrial economies, and does not utilize its abundant labor (Je¤rey Lewis (2002), T. Alleyne and

A. Subramanian (2001)). At the same time, the apartheid era policies made quality education

inaccessible to the majority of the population, mostly blacks, many of whom were drawn into the

struggle against apartheid (see for example Samson, Quene, and van Niekerk (2001)).6

structure, which in South Africa requires increased investment due to its relatively larger school-aged population.
We also include an adjustment for the fact that South Africa would need to signi�cantly increase expenditures on
post-secondary education to reach parity with its economic peers. In our health expenditure estimates we purpose-
fully downplay the role of HIV, so that our estimates are comparable to South Africa�s economic peers who do not
face such a pressing health crisis. Even with this omission, South Africa�s government health expenditures would
need to increase dramatically to deliver the quality of service seen by its economic peers (David Evans, Ajay Tandon,
Christopher Murray, and Jeremy A Lauer 2001). For example, nearly 60 percent of total health expenditures in
South Africa are provided by the private sector (much of this targeted to HIV), while the average for economic peers
is less than 40 percent. As such, bringing South Africa�s health expenditures in line with economic peers requires
large increases in government health expenditures.

6Such apartheid-period policies include stringent exchange rate policies that made import of capital goods more
a¤ordable, tax distortions (e.g. skewed depreciation rules, investment allowances, payroll levies, and registration fees)
that lowered the user cost of capital and made labor relatively more expensive. See also Brahima Coulibaly (2009)
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The mismatch between labor demand (for skilled labor) and excess supply (of unskilled labor)

contributes to persistence of the unemployment rate and, therefore, to the lack of signi�cant progress

in social development. In the theoretical analysis that follows, we calibrate a simple two-capital

growth model to South Africa�s economy, and analyze whether a reallocation of resources to human

capital formation can allow South Africa to make signi�cant progress toward its social demand

objectives while maintaining macroeconomic stability.

2.1 A Simple Two-Capital Growth Model

The model of reference is motivated by the Solow growth model augmented with human capital in

the spirit of Gregory Mankiw, David Romer, and David Weil (1992). The social planner maximizes

output yt = Ak�t h
�
t subject to the following constraints: yt = ct+i

k
t+i

h
t ,

�
kt = i

k
t�(n+ g + �) kt, and

�
ht = i

h
t �(n+ g + �)ht. Where � > 0, � > 0, and �+� < 1. yt is output, kt is the stock of physical

capital, ht is the stock of human capital, A is a �xed technology parameter. All variables are in

e¤ective units of labor, that is, they are normalized by LtEt, where Lt is the quantity of raw labor,

and Et = E0e
gt is labor-augmenting technological progress. Raw labor and labor-augmenting

technology grow at constant rates n and g, respectively. � is the rate of depreciation for physical

and human capital, which is assumed to be the same. This is a one-sector production economy

in which physical capital, human capital, and consumable goods are perfectly substitutable uses of

output. Households own both types of capital as well as labor. Let sk and sh denote the fractions

of output invested in physical and human capital, respectively. They are exogenous to the model.

Hence, ikt = skyt, iht = shyt, and ct = yt � ikt � iht =
�
1� sk � sh

�
yt = (1� s) yt where s is the

national saving rate. Let � = n+ g + �:

�
kt = s

kyt ��kt (1)

�
ht = s

hyt ��ht (2)

2.2 Calibration and Dynamics

The model is calibrated to South Africa�s economy using the following parameters:

for some economic e¤ects the apartheid-era policies.
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g = 0:007 n = 0:005 � = 0:060 � = 0:3 � = 0:3 sk = 0:2 sh = 0:06

The growth rate of labor (n) is consistent with the South African average annual labor growth

between 1970 and 2001. g is the average multifactor productivity and � is measured as the average

annual rate of depreciation for physical capital from 1970 to 2001. The depreciation rate is the

ratio of �xed capital consumption to the previous year�s capital stock. The data used for the

calibration are obtained from the South African Trade and Industrial Policy Strategies database

(TIPS). sk is the average �xed capital investment to GDP ratio and sh is the ratio of government

expenditures on education, both measures are over 1970-2006 period and are obtained from the

Reserve Bank of South Africa. For � and �, we use an average of various estimates in Mankiw,

Romer, and Weil (1992) and Ben Bernanke and Güykaynak Refet (1992).7 The initial value of

human capital is set to the initial value of capital adjusted by the average rate of investment in

physical capital relative to the average rate of investment human capital: h_0 = k_0�sh=sk. The

initial value of physical capital is chosen so that the average output growth in the model matches

the average growth of 4.7 percent in the data over the past �ve years. With these parameters, we

can solve the following dynamic system given by equations (1) and (2).

�
k
lin

t =
h
skfk ��

i
: (kt � k�) + skfh: (ht � h�)

�
h
lin

t = shfk: (kt � k�) +
h
shfh ��

i
: (ht � h�)

We use initial conditions to solve for c1 and c2. Figure 2 plots the path of physical capital and

human capital, investment in physical and human capital, output, and consumption. An e¢ cient

allocation of resources based on the production technology dictates an equal rate of investment in

physical and human capital. However, South Africa�s investment in human capital has fallen well

short of the investment in physical capital resulting in some economic ine¢ ciencies. As a result

of the higher physical capital stock, the marginal product of physical capital is lower than that

of human capital in the production technology; a one percentage point increase in investment in

7Bernanke and Gürykaynak (1992) and Mankiw, Romer, and Weil (1992) estimate the share of human and physical
capital based on a production function similar to our speci�cation. For the group of non-oil countries and intermediate
countries. Bernanke and Gürykaynak (1992) estimated these parameters using both versions 5.6 and 6.0 of the Penn
World Tables. The values of � and � used in this study is the average of the six estimates for each parameter in
these studies.
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physical capital to GDP would raise output growth by just to 0.18 percentage points, much lower

than the 0.58 percentage points that would be obtained from the same unit of investment in human

capital to GDP.

Last year, the government released the Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South

Africa (AsgiSA) report for 2007, according to which, the government needs a growth rate of 6

percent between 2010 and 2014 in order to cut the unemployment rate by half to about 12 percent.8

This suggests that a sustained 6 percent growth rate over a longer period (ten years) can cut

the unemployment rate further to about 6 percent, low enough to allow a larger fraction of the

population to provide social services for themselves. Over the past �ve years, growth of South

Africa�s economy averaged 4.7 percent, 1.3 percentage point short of the AsigSA objectives. Since

a one percentage point investment in human capital raises growth by 0.58 percentage points, the

growth objective can be best achieved by raising investment in human capital. A 2.5 percentage

point of GDP increase in human capital investment would achieve the 6 percent GDP growth

objective. To achieve the same growth through investment in human capital would require a much

higher 8 percentage point increase in physical capital investment to GDP.

If the government follows the suggestion to achieve the 6 percent growth objective by raising

human capital investment to GDP by 2.5 percentage point, the additional expenditure can be

�nanced out of government budget without compromising �scal sustainability. The budget de�cit

for South Africa averaged 0.8 percent of GDP over the past �ve years. Funding the additional

investment in human capital out of the government budget could push the de�cit to a larger, but

sustainable 3.3 percent of GDP. Also, the additional investment in human capital can be �nanced

by a combination of higher government budget and reduction in defense spending, which averaged

over 5 percent of GDP in the last �ve years, roughly 3 percentage points higher than share of GDP

allocated by upper-middle income countries to military spending.

An alternative policy option to obtain the 6 percent growth target could be to reallocate in-

vestment from physical capital to human capital. This can be achieved through various policies

that raise cost of capital with transfers to subsidize human capital development. Model simula-

tions indicate, that the 6 percent GDP growth objective can be achieved with a reallocation of 5
8The AsgiSA was launched by Deputy President Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka in February 2006. After

research and discussion with stakeholders, government identi�ed the �binding constraints on growth�that
needed to be addressed so as to progress in order to achieve its target of halving unemployment and poverty
between 2004 and 2014. This could be achieved if the economy grew at an average rate of at least 4.5 percent
in the period to 2009, and by an average of 6 percent in the period 2010 to 2014.
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percentage point of GDP from investment in physical capital to investment in human capital, and

would require no increases in the government�s budget.

To be clear, the share of South Africa�s GDP devoted to education is in line with the 5 percent for

other upper-middle income countries, and the 18 percent of government expenditures allocated to

education exceeds that of its peers by 4 percentage points. But, because of the legacy of apartheid

that held back skill formation, South Africa needs to further increase investment in human capital in

order to make up for past under investment. However, skill formation alone would not guarantee a

signi�cant reduction in unemployment unless it is also accompanied by reforms in the labor market.

World Bank index on labor market rigidity put South Africa at 44, much higher than the average

of 33 for upper-middle income countries.9 Flexibility of labor markets would be necessary for the

absorption of the newly formed human capital.

3 Conclusion

The balance between macrostability and social demands has been a constant policy dilemma for

post-apartheid policy markers. The macro stability objectives have generally been achieved, but

progress on social demand has been slow and below the expectations of South Africans. Social

demand indicators for South Africa are generally below those of its economic peers. The slow

progress to eradicate the social needs has tilted the balance of power in public policy in favor

of Jacob Zuma, portrayed as a populist who will increase spending on public works and social

demands, and undermine macrostability. As Zuma assumes power, the main question looming over

his mandate would be whether and how he will shift the balance of these two policy objectives. The

analysis in this paper suggests that both objectives are attainable over the course of the next ten

years if policy is geared toward increasing skill formation. Higher human capital will allow the labor

market to absorb a signi�cant portion of the excess supply of labor. With lower unemployment, a

large fraction of the population will be able to a¤ord its social needs. However, labor markets would

need to be more �exible, and continued attention should be given to the scourge of AIDS/HIV,

which could decimate labor and have o¤setting e¤ects on the formation of human capital stock.

90=least rigid, 100=most rigid
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Figure 1: Macroeconomic Indicators of South Africa�s Economy
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Figure 2: E¤ect of various policy scenarios on South Africa�s Economy
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